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ADVERTISING RATES TEL: 977 059 364

FULL COLOUR PAGE 250 EUROS | BACK COVER PAGE 325 EUROS

PRIME POSITION PAGE 295 EUROS (INSIDE FRONT, INSIDE BACK, PAGE 3 & MIDDLE PAGES)

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD PRIME PAGES 550 EUROS INSIDE PAGES 450 EUROS
*SPECIAL DISCOUNTS (exc. bus cards) 10% on 3 months; 15% on 6 months &
20% on 12 months. 1/2 full colour page 145 euros-130x87mm
*still 1/3 full colour page 100 euros-40x190mm or 130x60mm
*still
1/4 full colour page 80 euros-63x87mm or 130x41mm
2009
2009
RATES!!!
1/8 full colour page 45 euros-63x41mm
RATES!!!
BUSINESS CARD DIRECTORY in full colour 36€ single or 65€ double
*special 6 months only 180€ paid in Advance or pay for 5 + 1 FREE! i.e. pay
36 € per month for 5 months and get month 6 free! (*36€ for single or
65€ for double business card) 62X34MM single 62x70mm double

PRICES ARE IN EUROS PER MONTH UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED AND EXCLUDE IVA PAYMENT IS DUE WITH PRESENTATION
OF ADVERTISEMENT BY CASH, DIRECT DEBIT, BANK TRANSFER OR PAY PAL. NOTE DISCOUNTS ONLY APPLY TO ADVANCED
FULL PAYMENT. The olive press reserves the right to publish the names of any default in payment.
YOU PLEASE CONTACT US
DISTRIBUTION POINTS IF THERE IS NOT ONE NEAR
• TORTOSA ●MURRAYS-Sabeco     • MIAMI PLAYA  Hotel CARPE DIEM     - Av. de Comarques Catanes, 9

• RIERES Estate Agents Pl. Paiolet 2 • CLÌNICA VETERINÀRIA - Av.
• MYSPANISHOME Av. Generalitat 70,   Barcelona 14 Local 11. 977 811 192
• Ferreteria RODRIGUEZ by Carrefour • SUPERMARKET/BAKERS/CAFE
• CLIBEGAS Carretera Gandesa, 35, MaGloria-opposite El Rancho
43590 Jesús  977 504 747
• CHINESE Kota Radja,A.
• NEXO OFTEVET, Ctra. TortosaBarcelona156
L’Aldea,977 510 405
• KERN GERMAN DENTAL SURGERY
• CLINICA VETERINARIA-C/ Francisco - Av. Barcelona 64.
Pizarro,15
• LA TAVERNE RESTAURANTE- Av.
• L’AMPOLLA   
Barcelona 92, tel:977 170 642
• CLUB NAUTICA
• CASA PINO del MAR
• BAR ESTACIÓN Pla. Francesc Macià RESTAURANTE -Calle vall'aran 124,
• GOLF COURSE
Playa Cristal• RESTAURANT FATA MORGANA
• BAR EL CASTILLO- C/Mallorca 31
• HOTEL FLAMINGO C/Ronda d'Mar58 • PIZZERIA- by post office
• BAHIA MAR ESTATE AGENTS • BAR CASALOT-  el Casalot
• MOLA GARDEN CENTER-Ctra.
• SUPERMARKET MICHAELANGELO
• MONT ROIG-      • BONAREA
Platges, El Perelló-Ampolla km5,5
• BAR PLAZA  ● BAR CATALUNYA
• AMPOLLA VILLAGE C/ Menorca 2
• BONMONT GOLF COURSE
• L'ILLA RESTAURANT
• VANDALLOS ●ALAS Petrol
• CHEZ ANNIE restaurante
• EL PERELLÓ
Station
• CAMBRILS-  •TOURIST
• HOMOGENIK
• PERELLÓ PROPERTIES C/ Francesc Information
• CASA SHANGHAI-CHINESE
Macia 5, 977490 804   
• ALAS Petrol Stn • SUMO Supermrkt RESTAURANT Avda Juan XXlll
• IL CAPRICCIO -Ca/. Robert Gerard 6
• BAKERS/ CAFE-High St
• PUNTAIRE TAPAS BAR C/ Lluis Co. • Windsor House-C/Vreu de la Missio4
• L’AMETLLA DE MAR
• SALOU      
• DEPASO CEPSA Petrol Station  
• RUGBY TAVERN • CLÌNICA VETERINÀRIA-C/ Pou 4
• THE MUCKY DUCK Avda de la
• IN DOOR MARKET RESTAURANT
Diputación 138
• PETITE CAFE-Plaza Catalunya 5
• CHIPPIES Restaurant, C.d'Ampost
• WAREHOUSE-gas bottle sales
• APPIE HEIN- Dutch & British
• TRES CALAS URBANISATION   Supermarket, Calle Vendrell 16
• RASQUERA
• SUPERMERCARDO HAIPY
• Restaurante ESMERALDA-C/Piscina • REPSOL PETROL STATION
• RESTAURANT CALAS com centre. • MARTI'S BAR
• SANT JORDI D'ALFAMA
• FLIX  •BAR TK'S 977 410 455
• RESTAURANTE CLUB NAUTICO• BAR LA FREIXA- Gissona garage
Passeig De Velazquez 1 Tel 977 486
• BAR V50  - Pol.Ind. La Devesa      
000
• EBRO FOLLY-Pas d' Barca
• CALAFAT Supermarket
977265066
• HOSPITALET DE L’INFANT
• BON PROFIT- C. St Roc 977411 652
• TOURIST  INFORMATION OFFICE
• RIBA ROJA D’EBRE RIVERSIDE
• HOTEL VISTAMAR-summer only
LODGE, Pla La Barca 605 422 890
• JAMES SCHOOL OF ENGLISH • EBRO VALLEY PROPERTIES SCP Carretera de Móra, 7 Bajos
• POTA BAR NEAR CHURCH
• D'ANTIS BAR RESTAURANT- Puerto •   MORA D’EBRE  ●BAR COSMOS

• BAR AVINGUDA - Av. de Comarques
Catalanes
• MORA CARAVANS
• REPSOL GARAGE BY BRIDGE
• BAR LA TROBADA, C/Pio X11 , No. 1
• GINESTAR    
• BAR RESTAURANT●Bar
MARGALEF
• CATALAN-CONNEXION -28 C. Ample
• GANDESA ● BODEGA
• CAFE de CATALUNYA - Av.
Catalunya
• BAR BARNEREA - Av. de Catalunya
• Tourist Info in the Museum
• SANT SALVADOR - Boarding
Kennels & Cattery-977 055 027

• BENIFALLET

• BAR CASAL - Lluis Companys, 15

• TIVENYS

• BAR ROSI-Av.
Generalitat,3-977496030
• XERTA   REPSOL PETROL
STATION
• SUPERMARKET SUMA
• BITEM•RUFO BAR-C/Arnau de
Jardi

• FREGINALS

• Pam Hughes call 663 795 340

• ULLDECONA AREA

• MOLI’S OASE CAFE- on the road
TV3319 KM8 Ulldecona to SeniaUrbanisation Moli D’Lom El Castel
• VINARÒS- PANORÁMICA
GOLF, Urb. Panorámica, San Jorge
-supermarket and club house●CAFE
del MON tero,A,Francisco Jose Balada
112
• BENICARLO - CAMPING ALEGRIA
• EL MUNDO bar/rest., Papa Luna 291
• PEÑISCOLA- PRINCE ALBERT
• EUROVET-avda Estación, 38
• ALCOSSEBRE- CHEERS-Port &
MAMBO ● VALENTÍN Restaurante ●
WATSONS MINI MARKET ● FRIENDS
CHARITY SHOP ● THE BOWLS CLUB●
EURO HORIZON INMOBILIARIAS●
CLINICA DOCTOR FARNOS, Av.
Fuentes 5 ●L'ATALL paper shop, Cami
L'Atall 20 +MORE TO COME

editorial
MEET BOB THE EDITOR
welcome to the February issue
covering catalunya & costa azahar. now
with more pages for your enjoyment!
February was named after the Latin term februum,
which means purification, via the purification
ritual Februa held on February 15 in the old Roman
calendar. February starts on the same day of the
week as both March and November in common
years, and August in leap years.
Having only 28 days in common years, it is the only
month of the year that can pass without a single full
moon.
◊◊◊◊
Its birth flower is the Viola (plant) and the Primrose.
Its birthstone is the amethyst
Love is like a Cabbage
My love is like a cabbage
Divided into two,
The leaves I give to others,
The heart I give to you.


He sent his love a Valentine.
His love did not reply.
We never dare to care to sign
These things, I wonder why?


looking for a business then visit our business
directory online. see our web site for daily
updates of classifieds and extra useful
information.

THE

What’s News -In Spain
Can it be True?
Snow Day in Catalunya

News from California
Your Horoscope
Leisure & Entertainment
Getting British TV
In the Garlic
News Hounds and more
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39
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Home & Garden
Challenges of gardening in Spain
Cedula de habitabilad
Should this white stuff be around
our pool?

Please contact us by:
E-mail: info@theolivepress.eu
Web : www. theolivepress.eu
Telephone: 977 059 364

for print, media or web in part or in their entirety
Advertisement for Prang's greeting cards,
without the express permission of the Olive Press
showing a woman holding a group of tethered
cherubs, who float like a bunch of balloons Catalunya. Adverts and logos remain the property of
above her. One of the cherubs is portrayed as the magazine . To use any artwork please contact us.
a baby of African descent. 1 print : lithograph,
color. 1883
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Finance & Law
NEW Divorce

What’s On -Car boots etc.
Tarragona Carnaval
Sitges Carnaval

Printing: Indugraf SA Deposito Legal: MA-1565-2008 magazine or web site may be reproduced or used
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The Lighter Side

all advertisers will also be placed in
the business directory on our web site By post: Aptdo de Correos,147
with links to their own web sites!
43895 L’Ampolla
Contributors: | Clodagh & Dick Handscombe |
Tarragona
Dr. Ronald Rosenfeld D.V.M. | Jeff Greensmith
| Jason M. Berry | Mike Stevens | Sarah Good |
Deadlines:
Adverts 18th &
Taru Burstall | Ian Whitby, Blacktower Financial
Articles 14th of the month.
Management | Valerie Collins & Theresa O'Shea
| David Piqué | Paul Ebro Valley Computers| Paul
No adverts or artwork in the Olive Press Catalunya
Parker |TRANSLATION BY SUZANNE HELLYER
COVER PICTURE: "Prang's Valentine cards".

LIVE PRESS

Visit our web site & view the magazine
online www.theolivepress.eu

Valentines Day
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26

Gourmet
Treat your taste buds

Olives & Popcorn
Crossword- Spanglish
Health & Well Being

Page 33
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31
40

30
Yoga for all
20
Hypnosis-Smoking
34
Sports Life -Liverpool squad... 37
Property for Sale by Owner
44
Distribution Points
2
Classifieds
42
Business Card Directory
44
Is sleep the new sex?

Disclaimer: No part of this publication may be
reproduced by any means without prior permission
in writing from the publisher. The Olive Press does
not accept responsibility for the contents of the
articles supplied by contributors nor for the claims
made by advertisers

www.theolivepress.eu
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news in spain

THE

C

orneal blindess being cured by stem cells in Spain
Spanish scientists are reporting positive results
in the use of a new stem cell technique to cure
corneal blindness. The University Institute of Applied
Oftal-molecular Biology in Valladolid, and the Institute of
Genetic and Molecular Biology report a positive result in
90% of patients who have undergone the new treatment
which consists is using stem cells taken from a healthy
eye. They say that cornea transplants are avoided by the
technique and as many as 88,000 people in Spain could
benefit. Researchers say that by using this technique they
think health costs can be reduced also by applying the
technique to other types of blindness.

evidence had, in fact, indicated that lightning could have
caused the blaze and congratulated the Catalan police,
the Mossos d’Esquadra for their work in the investigation
which has identifyed the two suspects. It has since
emerged that the two men, L.F.M. and A.P.M., had worked
in May and June last year on a forestry clearance detail for
the Generalitat. El Mundo newspaper however notes that
they were no longer employed on that task at the time the
fire broke out.

S

S

pain has a new aiport. Spain has a new airport with
the opening of the Lleida facility on Sunday. It has
been funded entirely by the Generalitat Regional
Government in Catalunya and has an international
classification. It’s forecast that some 50,000 travellers
could use its facilities over the first year, a number which
is forecast to reach 395,000 annual users in ten years time.
The first arrival was an Airbus A320 Vueling flight from
nearby Barcelona which flew over the airport several times
before finally touching down at 12,26 to the applause of
many locals who had turned out to watch. President of the
Generalitat de Cataluña, José Montilla, was on board the
plane with some 160 journalists. Commercial flights start
on February 5 with links to Paris and Palma de Mallorca
operated by Vueling.
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xplanations in Catalan parliament over wildfire which
killed 5 people. The President of the Generalitat de
Cataluña, José Montilla, has announced that his
regional councillor for the interior, Joan Saura, is to appear
before the Catalan parliament, at his own request, to
inform the chamber on the case of the wildfire in Horta de
Sant Joan, Tarragona, last July which cost five fire fighters
their lives. It follows the news that two suspects have been
arrested for lighting the campfire which is believed to have
started the fatal blaze. Their arrest overthrows the official
version given by the Generalitat at the time that the fire
was caused by a lightning strike. Speaking in an interview
with TV3 Catalan Television on Monday, Montilla said first

pain's first novel to be pubilshed on Twitter. The novel
in Spanish to be released in 140 character bites on
Twitter, ‘Serial Chicken’ is now available, and will be
released in tweets between
now and February 5. The idea
comes from the Barcelona
festival BCNegra which has a
week of events programmed
in the city between February
1 and 5. The novel is the
work of writer and journalist,
Jordi Cervera, who says that
between 6 and 10 tweets will
be released each day. It’s the
first in Spanish to be published
on Twitter, where there has

already been similar projects from the United States and
Mexico. The novel can be read in Castellano and Catalan
at www.twitter.com/bcnegra and on the festival webpage
there is also map where you
can follow the movements
of the ‘Serial Chicken’. More
information
-www.bcn.es/
cultura/bcnegra/2010/ca/
index.html. In a separate
initiative, there is a project
to place Don Quixote on the
net via Twitter. The Twijote
project will publish the 470
pages of the first volume in
some 8,200 tweets.

www.theolivepress.eu
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2 years prison in voodoo prostitution case. The
Court in Barcelona has sent a Nigerian couple to
prison for 12 years 6 months for obliging girls from
their country to work in Spain as prostitutes. The girls
were told that if they disobeyed a voodoo curse would be
placed on them, and voodoo ceremonies were carried out
involving the cutting of nails and the removal of all body
hair. The couple’s activities were discovered thanks to the
statements of one of the victims who declared in the case as
a protected witness. She had been promised work in Spain
as a secretary, but found
herself working at a club
in Sevilla. She made her
escape in May 2008
and then asked for help
from Social Services
who informed the
immigration authorities
and
the
National
Police.The
couple
were found guilty on
charges of clandestine
immigration,
illegal
detention, and inducing
into
prostitution.
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news in spain

MySpanishome is looking for more properties
(legally registered viviendas - sorry no almazens)
in Ametlla del Mar, El Perelló & L'Ampolla areas.
So if you have a property to sell please
contact: 977 446 655
+34 639 041 277 mobile Stephanie
+34 679 499 316 mobile Steve
Av. Generalitat 70, 43500, Tortosa, Tarragona,
email: info@myspanishome.com

www.myspanishome.com

Among their possessions was an agenda containing the
phone numbers of ‘alternative’ clubs from right across the
country.

W

oman survives eight days trapped in lift in
Sitges. A 35 year old woman has survived
eight days being trapped in a lift in Sitges, near
Barcelona. Her family had reported her missing and finally
the regional police, Los Mossos d’Esquadra found her in
the internal lift in her home. First reports indicate that she
was in good health but somewhat disorientated, and has
now been taken to hospital at Viladecans. It’s not known if
she had access to any food or water while trapped. Police
say that the power supply to the home failed and the lift
was blocked as a consequence just as she was using it.

LIVE PRESS

DIVORCIO CONTENCIOSO
DIVORCE

by David Piqué

In our last article we dealt with the mutual agreement
divorce, today we are going to examine the main
characteristics of a contested or contentious divorce.
The contested divorce, as opposed to the mutual
agreement divorce, is applied for by one of the spouses
without the consent of the other, and is not accompanied
by a settlement proposal. Neither is it necessary to state
due cause, the only requirement, except in exceptional
cases, is that more than three months must have passed
since the marriage took place.
This process is longer and more complicated and costly
than that of a mutual agreement, not only economically
costly for both parties but also emotionally as its name
indicates: contest = dispute = fight. The spouses do not
negotiate the outcome of the divorce but try to distort
the reasoning of the other in order to obtain a favourable
sentence. Normally this process is also painful for the
children of the marriage as they are able to perceive that
not only have their parents stopped loving and respecting
each other but that during the whole process of the divorce
they do not hesitate to carry out certain manoeuvres
which will lead to a beneficial sentence without caring
about, in many cases, the moral consequences of their
actions or the impact they may have on their loved ones
who in many situations maintain a neutral position.
The process is initiated by the presentation of the divorce
petition by one of the spouses against the other, together
with the marriage certificate and birth certificates of
the children as well as documentation to vouch for the

financial situation of
the couple in order
to take measures
regarding
child
support, maintenance,
family property, etc.
Once the petition has been presented, the other party
must reply in a maximum period of 20 days. It is necessary
to add that in this process both parties must have their
own lawyer and solicitor which doubles the legal costs.
Once the other party has replied to the lawsuit, the Judge
will summon them both to a hearing, at which they must
attend with their respective lawyers and solicitors. If
there are any children from the marriage who are minors
then a representative from the Department of Public
Prosecution will also be summoned to watch over their
interests. In the hearing the measures to be adopted
regarding the guardianship and custody of the children
will be dealt with as well as visiting rights of the parent
who does not have guardianship and custody, use of
the family residence, child support or where relevant,
maintenance. Any children over 12 years of age, with
sound judgement, will also have to attend the hearing.
Finally, the Judge will pronounce sentence of the divorce
with the measures to be taken and against which an
appeal may be made before the provincial court.

by David Piqué

any legal questions can be sent to
davidpique@advocatsreus.org or The
Olive Press direct

www.theolivepress.eu
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can it be true???

THE

ENORMOUS AMERICANS EAT JAMIE OLIVER
stage and started biting the fleshy
OBESE Americans last night rejected
parts of his face and body.
Jamie Oliver's latest healthy food
campaign by deep frying him in hog
Amid the commotion local sheriff
fat and eating his head.
Stephen Malley fired his pistol into
the air, ordering the attackers to
The chef was lecturing parents
cease until a suitable grill could be
in Huntingdon, West Virginia,
found.
about the benefits of giving their
children healthier food, ideally from
He said: "It was nearly a damn
Sainsbury's, when the group were
waste, to eat an animal as good
overwhelmed by a sudden lust for
an' plump as that without proper
flesh.
cookin', seasonin' and a nice
helping o' Grandma Logan's potater
Welder Tom Logan said: "It was that
salad. We takes pride in our food
big ol' tongue what done got ma
'round these parts."
juices flowin'. You could see that it
was all good eatin' meat - no gristle.
A Channel 4 spokesman said:
"Fore I knew it I was dribblin' like a hound in a "Jamie and his production team went out to film
chitlin factory. Then I caught Randall Hobbs's eye a cookery show but like so many documentaries
an I knew he was thinkin' the same." Mr Hobbs filmed in West Virginia, it quickly descended into a
load of fat people eating a fat-tongued stranger."
added: "Yessireebob, I done ate his feet!"
As Jamie launched into a demonstration of how to
prepare asparagus fettucine, locals surged onto the

10

The Town that Ate Jamie Oliver is on More4 this
Friday at 8pm.

LIVE PRESS

HOROSCOPES

a more detailed horoscopes can be found on our web site
CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 20

CANCER Jun. 23 - Jul. 22

A strong focus on practical matters this month

Plenty of career developments are in the works,

keeps your mind on security and comfort matters

dear Cancer, as you take the time to re-assess

for the most part, dear Capricorn. At the same

your professional life and responsibilities. In

time, you have so many ideas for the future that

March and April, matters will begin to move

it's hard to settle on just one. February is a period

quickly, with a raise a definite possibility; but now

of adjustments rather than new beginnings.

is the time for analysis rather than action.

AQUARIUS Jan. 21 - Feb. 19

LEO Jul. 23 - Aug. 23

February is a strong month for finances and

Your popularity runs high this month, dear

personal possessions for you, dear Aquarius.

Leo, even though you continue to keep some

You could receive a gift, rebate, refund or loan,

emotional distance. Those close to you, however,

especially around the 13-15 and 28th. Others are

are likely to sense that you are not as enthusiastic

really in your corner this month, paying you much

and direct as usual, but it's a necessary period in

attention. This is a strong period for creative

which you take a step back and analyze what

projects and endeavours.

works for you and what doesn't.

PISCES Feb. 20 - Mar. 20

VIRGO Aug. 24 - Sep. 23

February starts slowly but quickly picks up

February is an excellent month for your

speed midway through, dear Pisces, when you'll

relationships, dear Virgo. You are especially

experience lots of activity and attention. Gifts,

willing to please, and partners (or potential ones)

refunds, or rebates may be forthcoming now.

are attentive and romantic. Your openness to

Although it's a strong time for career and business

partnering and tolerance of others are qualities

opportunities in general, there are some snags

that will help improve your relationships many

to deal with when it comes to work schedules.

times over this year.

ARIES Mar. 21 - Apr. 20

LIBRA Sept. 24 - Oct. 23

You are valuing your privacy more than ever,

While life has been filled with pressures and

dear Aries. You are certainly more withdrawn

perhaps setbacks for many of you recently, dear

than usual, taking extra time to rest and reflect.

Libra, the first three weeks of February bring great

This is necessary right now, and if you don't do it

opportunities for recreation and enjoyment.

on your own, the cosmos might force you to do

Romantic new beginnings are possible, but keep

so! Nevertheless, friends are mostly supportive.

your eye out for deception or self-deception.

TAURUS Apr. 21 - May 21

SCORPIO Oct. 24 - Nov. 22

Work is demanding this month, dear Taurus,

Challenges with work continue and are unlikely to

but also very rewarding. Higher-ups are putting

clear up until mid-March. While some of you are

more faith in you and your talents, and possibly

encountering difficult circumstances on the job,

managerial skills. Friends are especially helpful

most of you are experiencing loss of enthusiasm

and enjoyable to be around.

within. You might be going through the motions

GEMINI May 22 - Jun. 22

for the time being.

Career and professional matters are strong,

SAGITTARIUS Nov. 23-Dec. 21

rewarding, and exciting this month, dear

You are paying much more attention to personal

Gemini. While you cannot say your career is

matters than you are to professional and social

carefree these days, as challenges are also

endeavours these days, dear Sagittarius. The

part of the experience, you are bound to find

focus is on your feelings, intuition, and comfort

many opportunities to grow and develop on a

rather than what the rest of the world expects

professional level this month and beyond.

of you.

www.theolivepress.eu
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news hounds & more...The Cost of Keeping a Pet...

"moral and cultural progress of a country
is measured from its treatment of animals"
(Mahatma Gandhi)

BY Dr. Ronald Rosenfeld D.V.M.

Keeping a pet means an increase in the
family budget of approximately anywhere
between 60 to 120€ a month, according
to a recent study in Barcelona. A measure
of this cost increase in the pet care market
may be attributed to the growth of 174%
in less than 10 years. The increasing costs
of professional grooming services and the
sale of pet accessories are cited as leading
factors in this surge. Vast changes have come
about in the development of specialized
new businesses related to pet care and
maintenance, despite the economic crisis.
A. M. P. A. R. E. The society for the protection of animals Ebro region. Based
in Mora La Nova. We desperately
need to re-home dogs to make room
for more! We have over 200 dogs for
adoption. Susan 689 468752 English
Isabel 977 404720 Spanish/ Catalan
Donations always appreciated.
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Experts in business predicted this based
on the growth potential in Spain with a
population of 23 million pets.
Taking advantage of this there was a recent
trade fair in Barcelona which included
a fashion show with presentations
from known companies, including a
new collection for animals by Adolfo
Dominguez. According to some of the latest
data available, from 2007, principle areas
of interest in the pet animal care sector
that take the lions' share of the market are
nutrition, health, accessories, services, and

breeders.
The
data compiled by
the organisers of the fair speak of the movement of 1.909
million euros, Catalunya being responsible for 30% of this
business followed by Valencia with 13.4% and Andalucía
with a 12% market share.
Raincoats and Sunglasses!
The area with the greatest demand is fashion accessories for
animals, such as: clothing of all types, complimentary items
like leads, carriers, hats, raincoats, footwear, sunglasses, or
jewellery. According to the marketing research company
this sector, which includes designer firms, accounts for
the movement of over 269 million Euros annually which
represents a 13.6% market share!
Health is the other great commercial area. At the present
time Spain has some 27,000 veterinarians, only one third of
these, however, specialise in small animal care. According
to data compiled by Veterindustria, veterinary hospitals/
clinics bill on average about 250,000 Euros annually, while
the sale of pharmacological products, vaccines, nutritional
supplements, additives, and premixed medications reached
a figure of about 368 million Euros in 2007.

URGENT ADOPTION REQUIRED CALL ARCA TODAY.
A.R.C.A. (Association for Refuge and Taking care of
the Animals) it is a non-profit
association operating since the
summer of year 2001.
At this moment they have 300
abandoned dogs. They are
in Tortosa in the province of
Tarragona (Spain).
All the material aid
comes from the
much appreciated
donations but with
each new arrival
more donations
are needed. If you
want to donate to Arca if
only by 5€ each month,
minimum, please send an
e-mail with your personal
data and account number
or call or write.
Or just become a
volunteer to help
with the dogs.
email: protectora.
arca@wanadoo.es
ARCA : Post office
496,
Tortosa,
(Tarragona)
or
contact:
Maeve (English)
678 975 816
Cinta 625 915 605
Carmen 655 040
359

Ronald Rosenfeld D.V.M.
"Hello, I Am Encarna
From The Animal Refuge
Terres Ebre, Please Help
Me!!! I have 20 puppies
and 70 dogs, 40 cats
please I need food for
dogs and cats…….."

Call Arca Today To

Association for the refuge
Provide A Home To One
and Care of Animals
Hundreds of lovely dogs need homes
Donations and Volunteers needed
Maeve (English) 678 975 816, Cinta 625 915 605
Sue (English) 630 791 918, Carmen 655 040 359
protectora.arca@wanadoo.es
http://www.protectoraarca.org/

Of 200 Dogs Needing
A Loving Home Or If
You Can Volunteer Any
Assistance With The
Dogs

www.theolivepress.eu
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THE
A CD Player
While shopping for my first
CD player, I was able to decipher
most of the technicalese on the
promotional signs. One designation
had me puzzled, though, so I called
over a salesperson and asked, "What
does 'hybrid pulse D/A converter'
mean?" "That means", he said, "that
this machine will read the digital
information that is encoded on
CDs and convert it into an audio
signal - that is, into music." "In
other words this CD player plays
CDs." "Exactly."

LIVE PRESS
Stop complaining!
You haven’t seen
real winter
until you have
seen
these……Brrrr....
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Q: What do squirrels give for Valentine's Day? A: Forget-me-nuts.
Q: What did the valentine card say to the stamp? A: Stick with me and we'll go places!
Q: What did the stamp say to the envelope? A: I'm stuck on you.
Q: Who sends a thousand valentines cards signed', guess who' ? A: A divorce lawyer.
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A Guide to Carnival (‘Carnestoltes’) – Catalonia´s answer to Mardi Gras

TA R R AG O N A
CARNIVAL,
13
February - 23
February 2010
Tarragona carnival, one of the most emblematic
carnivals in Catalunya
Tarragona is a city awash in light and colour. The mild
climate and Mediterranean character, the charm of the
streets and the warmth of the people make it an ideal
spot for outdoor leisure and cultural pursuits. Tarragona is
also synonymous with festivities, and here the festivities
take to the streets. Thanks to the many traditional local
and Catalan regional holidays, the agenda is packed with
celebrations all year long.
One of the most widely attended carnivals in Catalonia, it is
known for its spectacular float-filled parades and citywide
dancing. Parades, bands, fireworks and elegant dress
provide entertainment. Impressive effegies are built, and at
the end of the Carnival you can see these burnt in a hugely
atmospheric display. Of particular note
are the Rua de l'Artesania and Rua de
Lluïment parades, the "Judgement of
Carnestoltes, King of the Carnival", and
the crema de la bóta, the burning of
the Carnival King figure in an enormous
wineskin at the festivities' end.

Imperial Majesty and his concubine are installed at
Carnival City on Wednesday evening. The entry of the
king of debauchery has advanced in recent years by the
many acts that entities organized in the city during the
days of Carnival. A wide range of events and dances of
revelry fill these days. The most impressive event is the
Rua de Carnaval on Saturday, with extras, masquerades,
fire groups, bands and percussion. There are carnival
groups, masked groups, zoomorphic figures, music and
percussion bands, not to forget the traditional groups
with fireworks (the devils, the dragon, the ox, the female
dragon). Carnival groups stand out for their splendid
clothes full of elegance and of brilliant examples of fabric
crafts at the Saturday and Sunday parades. These are
days full of light, fire and colour, when participants give
free rein to their imagination, materialising their ideas on
really colourful and flashy fancy dresses.

But the final act is the most authentic Mardi Gras,
where the vigil takes place, burial and burning of
the carnival king amid a great orgy of fire. make this
town one of the focal points of the carnival celebrations
in Catalonia and in Spain.

Barcelona and Catalunya.
Spain is a country with a special event, fiesta, carnival or local festival on
most street corners every day throughout the year but here are some of the
better one's; the more memorable fiestas and events in Spain. Most carnivals
in Spain for 2010 will be between the dates 7th February and the 1st March.
Carnivals usually end before the beginning of Lent and often end on Shrove
Tuesday.
Throughout the world, Shrove Tuesday is a date known by Christians to fall
forty days before Easter Sunday. It symbolises the start of Lent – a period of
forty days in the run up to Easter in which Christians have traditionally shown
abstinence from their vices, whatever they may be.
This is the whole idea of Shrove Tuesday, Carnival, Mardi Gras or Carnestoltes
– whatever you may choose to call it. It is one last blowout party before
the period of suffering and will-power (or lack of it) begins. In the UK this is
celebrated by clearing out the pantry of all things tasty and making pancakes.
In Spain it is celebrated, of course, with a fiesta!

A Background to Carvival in
The fun begins on ‘Fat Thursday’ (‘Jueves Ladero’) 19th February and ends
the following Wednesday with a traditional ceremony in which sardines are
buried to symbolise the beginning of the fast.
Depending on the town or city, different places have their major party on
different days. However, there is often a large street parade known as the
Gran Rua de Carnaval on the Saturday of the celebrations.
It is worth noting that Carnival is a particularly exciting time in Catalunya
as celebrations were banned under the rule of Franco. So, since the end of
his dictatorship in 1980 people have been making up for all of those years
without a carnival.

2010 dates:
Start of Lent 2010 (Ash Wednesday) - Wednesday 17 February 2010
End of Lent 2010 (Holy Saturday) - Saturday 3 April 2010
Carnivals in Spain centre around Shrove Tuesday, 2010 February 16th

news from our california correspondent (norfolk)
'the white stuff...! ’ By your celebrity DJ, you can listen to hime live on www.futureradio.co.uk
Wednesday mornings 10..00-13.00

T

he fact of the matter is that at the beginning of
the year some cold white fluffy stuff fell from
the sky and huge areas of the UK were instantly
thrown into a state of utter chaos. This is called ‘snow’
and despite its regular appearance around the world
its arrival in this Country always seems to catch us
out. Before you rise up against me I know that several
parts of Spain were affected as well. My heart bleeds
for those of you who woke up to find your swimming
pool like an Olympic ice rink and the solar panels out of
action. Whilst some parts of the UK did have exceptional
amounts of the stuff what fell in our part of the world
was modest by comparison. Nothing more than a few
inches. No small children lost in drifts.
A mere dusting of snow on the main roads and traffic
ground to a halt. Vehicles unaccountably swerved into
one another even when going at a snail’s pace. Two cars,
on a perfectly straight piece of road nearby managed
to end up totally upside down in the ditch. Schools, of
course, have to be closed. This is not because of their
inaccessibility, but because the education authority does
not want to be sued by parents of little darlings who slip
up in the playground. The snowball fights of our youth
are totally out of the question. They contravene just
about every aspect of Health and Safety; and probably
discrimination as well.
It is said that in Norwich the coming of snow can be
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compared to local sexual activity. You may only get a
few inches, but you will be totally buggered. There are
no signs of snow shifting machinery. Even if they exist
how do the operators get to work? The local council
boasted about the amount of grit and salt it had in
store. This stockpile remains reasonably static because
it seldom seems to be used. I think someone sprinkles
it on with a salt cellar. They even brought an extra load
in by ship to a local port. This arrived just in time for a
new Labour Government directive which said it should
be diverted and sent to areas where the authorities had
not been so prudent.
Then the siege mentality sets in. Those with 4x4s
descend on the supermarkets and the occupants strip
the shelves. Just how much do you need in reserve to
get over a week of snow? One supermarket observed
that there was a run on carrots. This was not for people
who were anxious to get their ‘five a day’ but to provide
snowmen with noses!
Power cuts were in evidence in the more northerly
regions, often running for days at a time. The bins
stand outside unemptied even though we have adhered
to the complicated Christmas/New schedule that was,
expensively, distributed before the holiday season. Now
it’s another addition to the re-cycling bin.
Now all of this is blamed, as ever, on Global Warming.
Although I’ve not worked out how this should make

things colder rather than
hotter. With the melting
of the Northern ice cap we
can expect polar bears to
be moving south to Iceland,
although how they will be able to get the packets of discounted frozen
dinners-for-one open I cannot comprehend. The thing is that nothing
will be learnt from this farce and we can look forward to it all happening
again next winter.

© Mike Stevens 2010
If you want to contact Mike he will be pleased to hear from
you.
email: mikestevens09@hotmail.co.uk

yoga for all

If you’re looking for a simple New
Years resolution that will help make
you feel alive and youthful, you may
like to try this quick, simple yoga pose
each day for the next month.
Downward Dog enlivens your body—
from your hips to your spine to
your fingers and toes—making you
feel more vibrant and alive. As you
discover the subtleties of the pose on
a daily basis, you'll find it gets deeper
and more enjoyable. Downward
facing dog works its magic by deeply
stretching the back, opening the
chest, and building upper body
strength. This posture stimulates the
brain and nervous system, improving
memory, concentration, hearing and
eyesight.
Adho Mukha Shvanasana looks so
easy and so beautiful, and its benefits
are far-reaching. It both strengthens
and stretches your entire body and
requires you to balance the effort
in your arms, torso, and legs so you
don't overburden any one area. Hold
it for a few breaths and you'll see
what I mean.
When you first try Down Dog, you
may feel tight in areas you never knew
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existed. Your lower back might round
and your elbows may bend and bow,
as they did when I first practiced. But
with daily or weekly practice, you'll
love the sensation of unfurling your
body into the pose, feeling long and
lithe like a dog stretching after a good
nap.
How to Begin
Come onto the floor on your hands
and knees. Set your knees directly
below your hips and your hands
slightly forward of your shoulders.
Spread your palms, index fingers
parallel or slightly turned out, and
turn your toes under.
Exhale and lift your knees away from
the floor. At first keep the knees
slightly bent and the heels lifted
away from the floor. Using straight,
strong arms, press the hips up and
back, making an inverted ‘V’ shape
with the body. Keep the spine straight
and long, stretching from fingers to
tailbone. Breathe deeply.
Then with the next exhalation, push
the top of your thighs back and stretch
your heels onto or down toward the
floor if possible. Straighten your knees
but be sure not to lock them.

Firm the outer arms and press the bases of the index fingers
actively into the floor. From these two points lift along your
inner arms from the wrists to the tops of the shoulders.
Firm your shoulder blades against your back, keep the head
between the upper arms in a straight line with the rest of the
spine.
With practice you’ll
feel comfortable in
this pose anywhere
from 1 to 3 minutes.
Then bend your knees
to the floor with an
exhalation and rest.

Free trial class offered to all beginners
this month!
Sarah Good is a Sivananda trained Yoga
teacher offering local drop-in classes for
beginners and beyond.
Private tuition is also available.
663 140 297

www.theolivepress.eu
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treat your taste buds.
Asparagus pastry hearts

Rustle
u
p
a
little
romance
with
this
c r e a m y
tarragon flecked
asparagus,
topped with a crisp puff pastry
heart
200g Puff pastry
1 Egg, beaten
1 tbsp Olive oil
30g Butter
1 clove Garlic, crushed
1 leek, trimmed and finely sliced
1/4 bulb Fennel, finely sliced
75g Pancetta, cubed
12 tips of Asparagus
2 tbsp single cream
1 tbsp tarragon, finely chopped
For the garnish:
a little tarragon, finely chopped
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas 6.
2. On a floured surface, roll the pastry
out to a thickness of about 2mm. Cut
out 2 heart shapes and place on a baking
sheet. Brush with the beaten egg and
bake for 15 minutes. Keep warm.
3. Heat the oil and butter together in a
medium saucepan. Add the garlic, leek,
fennel and pancetta and cook for about
15 minutes.
4. Add the asparagus and cook for a
further 5 minutes, until the asparagus
is tender. Remove the saucepan from
the heat and slowly add the cream and
the tarragon.
5. Spoon the asparagus mixture into
the centre of two plates and top each
with a pastry heart. Garnish and serve.














valentine treats

Sweetheart
Va l e n t i n e ' s
Cake. A luxurious moist cake. For
Valentine's Day make it in a heart
shaped tin and decorate with whipped
cream and walnuts.
6oz plain flour
2 level tsp baking powder
5oz Demerara sugar
2 large eggs, separated, whites whisked
stiffly
6tbs vegetable oil
3 level tablespoons instant coffee
1tbs boiling water
4tbs milk
1 & 1/2 oz shelled walnuts, finely
chopped
4oz granulated sugar
1/4 pint water
3tbs Tia Maria
double cream, whipped for decorating
walnuts for decoration
- Sift the flour and baking powder into a
mixing bowl. Add the Demerara sugar.
- In another basin add the egg yolks to the
oil.
- In a cup dissolve 2 level tablespoons of the























Tip save
heart shape tin
and round one as

buying a
make a square
shown above.

coffee in the boiling water. Add the milk to
the dissolved coffee. Add the milk and coffee
mix to the egg mixture.
- Whisk well to mix.
- Make a well in the middle of the flour, baking
powder and Demerara sugar mix.
- Pour in the milk, coffee and egg mixture.
- Add the walnuts.
- Beat until smooth. Fold in the stiffly whisked
egg whites.
- Pour into a heart shaped tin lined with
baking parchment.
- Bake for 30 minutes at 180 degrees C.
- Reduce heat to 170 degrees C. and continue
baking for a further 15 minutes or until the







cake feels springy and firm to the touch.
- Remove the cake from tin and leave to cool
on a wire rack.
- Put the granulated sugar and 1/2 pint of
water into a saucepan. Bring to the boil
making sure the sugar is dissolved.
- Boil for 5 minutes to make a syrup.
- Mix the remaining coffee with 2 tablespoons
of Tia Maria.and add to the hot syrup.
- Put the cake on a large plate.
- Make some holes in the top of the cake with
a skewer and pour the Tia Maria mix over
the cake. Leave overnight. Decorate with
whipped cream and whole walnuts.







sitges carnival 11th to 17th feb 2010
• Barques beach / plage de les Barques).
• 8.30pm - Burial of the King
• - Passeig de la Ribera (les Barques beach / plage
de les Barques).

Itinerary

Carnival has to be Sitges' wildest party. Even though
it is on in February it is still the hottest party in town!
On the most popular days you will find more than
300,000 partygoers dancing on the major streets
across the town. The busy months of July and August
look positively dead! Gay boys and girls from the 4
corners of the world descend on our little town and
party the week away!
Despite the fact that it is often called the ‘Gay
Carnival’, straights and gays alike will enjoy the
debauchery and fun.
Catalonians, French, English, Italians and Germans
all turn out for the Sitges carnival, dressed up to
the nines and ready to party. Jueves Lardero or Fat
Thursday,marks the beginning of carnival with a huge
celebration of local dishes and the arrival of the King
of the Carnestoltes and ends with the Burial of a
Sardine on Ash Wednesday. There's more to do than
eat, though. The busiest days are Sunday and Tuesday,
when the local carnival parade makes its way down
the Rua del Extermini in decorated carriages, sporting
the campest razzle-dazzle type outfits you have ever
seen. (The parades are themed, Rua de la Disbauxa -r
the Debauchery Parade, on Sunday night and the Rua
de l‘Extermini - the Extermination Parade, on Tuesday
night.
Tuesday, the final day of carnival, also sees some
amazing drag shows. Think you have seen it all... you
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haven't! Some of Europe's top drag performers make
their way to sitges to bitch-battle it out with each
other to the great amusements of the revelers.

The Sitges Gay Carnival takes place 4 days before
the regular Sitges Carnival begins. Jam packed with
events it includes La noche rosa, Pink night, Noche de
las Mantillas - where people wear traditional Spanish
normally worn at weddings & funerals, Noche de las
touristas, - the tourist night (great fun) and finally the
Noce de las Viudas or the Widows night (probably
because you've murdered your boyfriend for being
bold).

Carnival Route And Parade Times
• Thursday 11th February
• 7pm - Arrival of the Carnival King - La Fragata
• Immediately afterwards, the king and his
entourage make their way to Can Bota Park to choose
the Carnival Queen. Via - Psg de la Ribera and Espanya
• 7.45pm - The choosing of the Carnival Queen
• The king will continue to the Town Hall
accpmpanied by Markatu Batucada and Timbasio.
• His Majesty will address the townspeople at the
Town Hall and read the "Predicot"
• Sunday 14th February
• 9pm - “Disbauxa” Parade Défilé de la Disbauxa
(Rua de la Disbauxa)
Cap de la Vila, Parellades, Bonaire, Passeig de la
Ribera, Fragata,l’Avinguda Sofiaand return to carrer
Espanya,Plaça Espanya, Espalter, Sant Francesc, Cap
de la Vila.
• Tuesday 16th February
• 9pm - “Extermination” Parade Défilé de l’Extermini
(Rua de l’Extermini)
• Wednesday 17th February
• 7pm - The Kings Funeral Procession
• Plaça Ajuntament, Major, Cap de la Vila, Parellades,
Bonaire, Passeig de la Ribera (les

Preliminary Dates
• 9 th Feb
La Locacola
Noche de
las Turistas
• 10th Feb
Organic Miss Organic
• 10th Feb
XXL
Noche Glamour
• 12th Feb
B-Side
Fiesta las mas Bellas
• 12th Feb
Prinz
Cabaret/Roman
Circus
• 15th Feb
Oreks
Noche de Premios
• 15th Feb
Sauna Sitges Mr Sauna Sitges/
Drag Show
• 17th Feb
La Locacola
Noche de
la Viduas
www.gaysitgesguide.com/guide/about-sitges.html

OUR ARTICLES ON WHAT'S ON FROM PREVIOUS YEARS ISSUES CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEB SITE
www.theolivepress.eu
FIESTA MAYOR – To celebrate the day of "Our Lady of the Candelera" In honour of the Patron Saint of L’Ametlla de Mar.
(1st week in February-6TH-7TH MAINLY) From the 2nd of February the main activities begin. There are religious acts
such as the procession with Candles (a procession with more than two thousand torches to remember the day when its
light saved the fishermen of the village) and the offering of flowers to Our Lady.
THE CHINESE CALENDAR
2010 is the Year of the Tiger,

February 14, 2010 is the first day of the Chinese new year - Year of the Tiger..

which is also known by its formal name of Geng Yin. The fact that the date of Chinese New Year varies within a lunar
month is a clue that it's linked to the new moon. A rough, and almost infallible guide, is that the Chinese New Year date
falls on the second new moon after the winter solstice. The winter solstice always falls on December 21st, the
next new moon is January 15th, and the second new moon February 14th 2010

www.theolivepress.eu
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Valentine's Day

RESTAURANTE - BAR - CHILLOUT- COCKTELERIA

Mediterranean-French Restaurant with a wonderful terrace overlooking the sea at Playa Cristal
Chill out space where you can enjoy our selection of cocktails ... Mojito, Tequila Sunrise...

New Menu  Newly decorated 

We are open all year
NEW Cocktails and
drinks Thursday, Friday,
St Valentine Menu on 12,13 and 14th of February
Saturday with Happy
price of the menu 43€ with half a bottel of wine or cava
Hour
We only work with daily
Fresh produce

History of Valentines Day

Every year on February 14th we collectively bestow upon
our loved ones mass quantities of flowers, chocolate
confections, and other gifts of passion. There are so many
greeting cards exchanged in the name of love on this day
that you can almost hear local forests groan. So why is it
we celebrate Valentines Day?
The history of valentines day is actually a bit of a
mystery but there are a few facts and myths that have
been handed down over the years. For starters, Saint
Valentine has been associated with the holiday. Who was
this saint? Let the mystery begin. The Catholic Church
currently recognizes at least 3 different saints with the
name Valentine, one of whom was actually buried after
his death ON February 14th. From the stand point of
history, they are all recognized as having been martyred
for various reasons.
Stories suggest Valentine was put to death for performing
marriages after marriage was outlawed for young men
by Emperor Claudius. Some say he was responsible
for sending the first valentine himself when he sent a
note to a girl he had fallen in love and signed it "from
your valentine". Yet others say he was killed for helping
Christians escape from Roman prisons.
Why do we celebrate it on February 14th? One theory is
that Valentines Day was manufactured in order to displace
the pagan holiday of Lupercalia.
Regardless of what you elect to believe, what we do know
is this. February 14th has become a day for celebrating
your love for friends and family, and we at Valentine.com
cannot find anything wrong with that!

Valentines Day Massacre

On February 14th, 1929 one of the most notorious mob hits
in history orchestrated by crime lord Al Capone occurred.
Al Capone, along with his associate Jack "Machine Gun"
McGurn had a meeting earlier in the year to discuss what
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to do about Bugs Moran, a rival gangster in Chicago. Both
had survived direct or sponsored attempts by Moran
against their lives and they had had enough. After locating
where a contingent of the Moran gang held up, a plan
was hatched to utilize a stolen police car and uniforms to
infiltrate the location. On the morning of February 14th,
Valentines Day, the plan went into affect.
There are conflicting reports as to whether Bugs Moran
was near the scene or not but one thing is certain around
10:30am, 4 men, two of whom were wearing stolen police
uniforms, entered the SMC Cartage Company located at
2122 North Clark Street and carried out the plan hatched
by Capone and McGurn with lethal expediency. 6 of the
7 men inside died at the scene, while Frank Gusenberg
managed to stay alive for several hours but refused to
assist police and died later that day.
While the events on that Valentine morning did in fact
weaken the Moran gang and pushed Capone further into
the books of gangster lore, it did not have the ultimate
conclusion which was the assassination of Bugs himself.
As I hinted at earlier, there are conflicting reports as to
whether Bugs was at the scene that day. Some say he was
simply running late and never arrived, while others say
he showed up but saw the police car out front so stayed
away. The hit occured when it did because a lookout
thought he saw Bugs but it appears to simply be a case of
mistaken identity as one of the men inside had a simliar
build and features as Maron.
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 Address Carrer Vall d'Aran 124

We offer a present for every Valentina on St
Valentines Day which is a popular event so
reservation is required

43892 Miami Playa (Playa
Cristal)

Tel: 977 811 904
Mobile: 699 353 641

Getting a Cédula de Habitabilidad: important changes for country properties
A belated Happy New Year to
everyone, and let’s hope we’ve
seen the last of the snow for
a while! 2010 is well and truly
underway and with it changes
in the world of local property.
Here’s one new development

Your estate agent should be able to organise this for
you, but most technical architects can also handle the
application for you.

that could affect you if you’re
selling a country dwelling in
Catalonia.  

I am also hearing about cases where notaries require a
cédula when the house to be sold is registered at the Land
Registry as a casa de campo. If you are selling one, you
might want to contact your notary, lawyer or real estate
agent to check.

Habitation
certificates:
new requirements
Since April of 2008, to sell,
rent or get a mortgage on any
resale property registered at
the Land Registry as a dwelling —vivienda in Spanish—
you must have a habitation certificate—the cédula de
habitabilidad.

Consequently, my guess is that councils will err on the side
of caution and may well require extra documentation from
the owner. This can all lead to delays — not what you want
if you are in the process of selling your property.

This certificate is issued by the Habitatge department of
the Generalitat, and lasts for fifteen years.
It requires an inspection and a simple, stamped report
from a technical architect (aparejador), and usually takes
about a month to come through.

So if you have a house in the campo for sale or are thinking
of selling one, get the cédula application underway as soon
as you can: remember, you cannot sell without it and it’s
essential for a mortgage.

The Generalitat’s 24-hour 012 phone helpline is a good
source of information about cédulas, and usually have
English-speaking operators too.
Not all country properties qualify for the cédula of course.
I believe the value of those that do will remain steady and
eventually rise — the supply of well-built, legal houses in
good rural locations is limited.

Market check: what buyers are looking for now
Right now I’m seeing considerable interest in the

However, changes over the last two months mean that
cédulas for dwellings built on rural land (suelo rústico)
now also need a special document from the local council,
stating:
• That there are no proceedings or fines, current or
pending, for breaches against planning regulations
• If the property was built with a licence for a dwelling
(quite rare in the campo), and if not, that any past
breaches against planning regulations have expired.
• The exact zoning classification of the land on which
the house is built
• The age of the building
As this requirement is either new or has only recently been
enforced, my impression is that most local councils have
so far issued few documents of this type for the purposes
of issuing a cédula (lawyers acting for buyers regularly ask
for this information of course).
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following:
Barcelona dwellers are on the lookout for village
townhouses. 3 or 4 bedrooms are the most in demand, and
buyers will pay up to 75.000 euros for houses to reform and
up to around 130.000 euros for houses that are habitable.
Good vehicle access, natural light and outside space like a
terrace are all plus points.

3-bed villas for 200.000 euros or less, on coastal residential
estates like Tres Cales. I have some mainly Spanish potential
buyers looking for a keen bargain. Own/community pool
and garden area are the plus points, as is good rental
potential.
Fincas with registered, 3-bed dwellings up to 10km from
the coast. Buyers are looking for a year-round residences
with good views, and will pay up to 250.000 euros. Non
4x4 access, electricity and/or water are all pluses. Buyers
include Spaniards, French, Dutch, Belgians and Brits.
Fincas with 2-3 bed casas de campo or similar, habitable
or needing non-structural refurb. Buyers looking for a
weekend retreat, prepared to pay up to 140.000 euros.
Inland or coastal locations, water and good access are
important.
As always, please drop me an email at
jeff@fincasdirect.com if I can help you in any way.

Jeff Greensmith runs www.fincasdirect.com and is
a registered estate agent and experienced Spanish/
Catalan translator and interpreter. He has lived in
Catalonia since 1986.
While the points contained in this article are true to best
of our knowledge, they do not constitute legal advice on
the part of Fincas Direct or The Olive Press. Please use this
information responsibly and seek professional legal advice
if in doubt.

is sleep the new sex?
sex or sleep-what does it for you?

T

rends run in cycles and now, after suffering years of
angst about whether we’re getting enough quality
sex, it seems that people are deciding to roll over and
grab some sleep instead. That is, according to international
trendspotter Marian Salzman, the woman who previously
predicted “singletons” and “low-carb diets”. Her new year
prediction is that “sleep will be the new sex. Sleep as a
luxury. Sleep as a fantasy. Sleep as a naughty little secret
indulgence.
“Look around, there are so many clues that a good night’s
sleep has come to beat a great orgasm,” says Salzman. “The
big airlines are advertising fully-reclining beds for business
class travellers. Prozac has fallen out of fashion and organic
sleeping aids are springing up in its place.
“Women’s magazines are full of tips for sleeping as a beauty
treatment, advising everything from herbal tea at bedtime
to learning a whole new set of breathing techniques. And,
this time of year, when most people are booking their
summer holidays, ask your friends what the are looking
forward to most. Nine times out of ten they’ll tell you,
‘a good rest’.” One sign that sleep is being placed higher
on people’s agendas is the latest fad in America for “Nap
Centres”. (Japan has actually had them for some time.)
These are spa-style outlets where stressed customers can
walk in off the street and pay $30 to take a 20-minute
catnap in a specially-designed pod. Lights are dimmed and
soporific music plays.
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The Nap Centre trend began in Stress City, New York and
now it’s headed for Europe. Instead of power lunches,
executives are preferring to nip out and unwind horizontally.
Newsweek columnist Gersh Kuntzman, writing about the
new phenomenon after spending time at a Nap Centre
reported, “Look, I’m a man, I have needs. A few minutes
between the sheets. It happens sometimes. And I needed
it so badly I was willing to pay for it.
What, you thought I was talking about sex? Please. Any idiot
can get sex, but I have found that it’s almost impossible
for me to get enough sleep nowadays.” He isn’t alone.
Studies have found that one in three people suffers from
some form of insomnia. We now sleep for just under seven
hours a night, on average – one hour less than 30 years ago
and two hours less than 80 years ago. Increased working
hours, greater entertainment options and larger intakes of
alcohol are also conspiring to keep us awake. Tiredness is
one of the most common problems reported by couples
to marriage counsellors. Sleep is certainly the topic of the
moment. Even pop stars are talking about it.
The 17-year-old singing sensation Joss Stone says sleep is
her favourite hobby and pop idol Christina Aguilera recently
confessed that “some of my best sleeps are under my
piano”. It may never replace it but lack of sleep is certainly
the enemy of sex. It would pay to invest a few hours in the
former to guarantee plenty of the latter.

Olives & popcorn
Welcome to 2010 and another Olives & Popcorn, your monthly guide
to great Spanish based films that in my opinion should not be ignored.
Any comments are welcome. Also if you want to know more about a
particular film and how to get a copy again get in touch via my email
below.
This month I have been reminded by one of our loyal readers of another
Spanish gem of a film
from 2007. ‘Bajo Las
Estrellas’, or Beneath
the Stars.
This is a great little
road movie that can be
easily compared to the Coen Brothers classic
‘O Brother, Where art Thou’……….
Bajo las estrellas (beneath the stars) features the selfish, opportunistic Benito (Alberto San Juan), a professional trumpet
player who makes a basic living in Madrid, is forced to return to his home in Navarra after he learns the news of his
dying father. Benito reconnects with his younger brother, Lalo (Julián Villagrán) a sculptor, who has strong emotional
problems. Things become even more complicated for Benito when he develops a surprising bond with Ainara (Violeta
Rodríguez) the young daughter of his brothers girlfriend, Nines (Emma Suárez).
Being a free spirit, Benito is enraged at a television report of an ETA car bombing. While drunk he insults Basque
sympathizers and is beaten up. Later a family tragedy provokes the suicide of Lalo. From this Benito chooses to abandon
his music career in the big city and insists that Nines and Ainara move in with him and together start a new life.
The film is directed by Felix Viscarret, who as far as I’m aware only directed this one movie, which is a shame as from
what he has done with this one it would be very interesting to see what else he could also direct in the future.
One last thing to mention is the truly magnificent soundtrack which like ‘O Brother…’ brings the film alive with a sense of
"bluegrass joy". As mentioned last month I will add a link to help you get a better idea of the films

I review from our chums at youtube - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8IWhZOBhEw
as long as a trailer
exists I will make this a standard part of my film reviews in the
future…enjoy!

Jason.M.Berry 17/01/2010

Contact e-mail: gatchajay@hotmail.com

challenges of gardening in catalunya

snow day in catalunya 8th January

© FEED THE SOIL AND NOT THE PLANTS by CLODAGH &
DICK HANDSCOMBE - active gardeners and gardening
authors living in Spain for 25 years.
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January is a good time for the annual garden
cleanup and also to start to prepare your
soil for Spring plantings. This is important
for flowering plants, herbs, flowering and
fruiting shrubs and trees and vegetables
whether grown in the open garden or in
containers of various types and sizes.
Improvement entails adding sand to open
up heavy clay soils, composts and peat to
improve the water absorbing capacity and
humus content and well rotted wet or dried
animal manures to enrich the soil. Bags
of worm compost, compost including sea
weed from the Eco Parks that are springing
up around the country are also excellent soil
improvers . If you have a very
poor soil add 40% by volume of
the above additives to 60% of
the original soil. Something we
learned on a study tour to Cuba
a few years ago.
Mix up soil mixes for containers
on a similar basis. Typical mixes
are given in each of our books.
If you do this the critical development of
root balls will be accelerated, green growth
will grow steadily and healthily and you
will not need to resort to the use of fast
acting chemical fertilizers to maintain plant
growth. This has two benefits, Firstly you
will not need to store potentially hazardous
materials which is especially important if you
have children and pets in the household.
Secondly you will not stimulate unnecessarily
fast weak growth that is susceptible to
attacks by pests and diseases.
There are two other soil additives
worth considering
namely
neem powder from Trabe www.
trabe.net and Terracottem soil
conditioner
www.terravida.
com . The first acts as a gentle
fertilizer and controller of snails

and slugs while the second has the power
to improve the moisture holding capacity
of the soil by 200% reducing the extent and
frequency of watering required.
If you have inherited a fully stocked garden
that struggles to survive the summer we
suggest that you improve the soil around
the plants down to the depth of the bottom
of the root ball to improve their chances
of long term survival and continuing good
crops of flowers, fruit and vegetables.
Luckily the soil is currently in
good condition to carry out the
above tasks. Do them manually
using mattocks rather than
spades and forks if you have a
relatively small area of soil to
prepare. If a larger area reduce
the back aching work by buying
a small rotovator or hiring the
village mechanical plough. Or perhaps you
are lucky that your village still has a working
mule or donkey for hire. A way of preserving
rural practices, minimising the compression
of the soil and with luck getting some
free manure in the process. Offer to give
the animal a good feed before it starts to
work – this might increase the extent of the
manure bonus!
*There latest three books are ‘Your Garden
in Spain’, ‘Growing Healthy Fruit in Spain’
and ‘Growing Healthy Vegetables in Spain’.
You can obtain them from
bookshops and via www.
santanabooks.com and www.
gardeninginspain.com.
© Clodagh and Dick
Handscombe. January 2010

5 pictures all taken in and
around Tivissa on Saturday
9th Jan. Submitted by Jeff
at Fincas Direct!

3 pictures all taken in and
around Gandesa

left and above in the Burga
Valley and right snow even
near the coast in L'Ametlla
8th Jan.

I'

ve cleared the snow from our
driveway. Am I opening myself
up to a claim if someone slips?
This is an urban myth. If you do the
reasonable thing and clear your drive,
you are not opening yourself up to a
possible claim, except in very exceptional
circumstances. This is a common
misconception," McQuater says. "By
clearing the snow from your paths, you do
not invite any extra liability that wouldn't

have existed had you done nothing
and left the snow on the ground. The
only circumstance in which you might
invite a claim was if you acted completely
unreasonably, and somehow created a
new latent hazard that had not existed
before your actions." For example, if you
poured huge quantities of water on to
your drive which then froze to create a
dangerous hazard, that in theory might
open you up to a claim, he suggests.

www.theolivepress.eu
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Cognitive reactions to smoking relapse

By Elliot Wald, Tami J Eggelston PhD & Frederick Gibbson PhD
Hypnosis is the most effective way of
giving up smoking, according to the
largest ever scientific comparison of
ways of breaking the habit. Willpower,
it turns out, counts for very little.

Smokers are coming under
increasing pressure to quit.
Earlier this month the Institute of
Actuaries published the results of a
study it commissioned which showed
that the mortality rate for smokers is
twice as high as for non-smokers, and
that on average a smoker dies 6 years
earlier than a non-smoker. Surveys
suggest that three in four smokers
would like to give up, according to
the anti-smoking campaign Action
on Smoking and Health (ASH). To find
the most effective way to give up
smoking, frank Schmidt and research
student Chockalingam Viswesvaran of
the University of Iowa carried out a
meta-analysis, statistically combining
the results of more than 600 studies
covering almost 72,000 people from
North America, Scandinavia and
elsewhere in Europe. By combining the
results from so many separate studies, the meta-analysis
enables the real effectiveness of each technique to be
picked out from the statistical ‘noise’ that often blights
studies involving smaller numbers of subjects. The results,
published in the current issue of the journal, show that
the average success rate for all methods was 25%: that is,
only about two in five smokers is likely
to succeed using methods covered
by the study. Patients told they had
serious cardiac disorders, and so a
clear incentive to stop immediately,
had the highest quitting rate, at 36 per
cent. But for most smokers the most
effective technique was hypnosis,
which included 48 studies covering
over 6000 smokers, gave an average
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success rate of 80 per cent for this
method. ‘Combination’ techniques,
combining, for example, exercise and
breathing therapy came second with
a success rate of 29 per cent. Smoke
aversion, in which smokers have their
own warm, stale cigarette smoke
blown back into their faces, achieved
a 25 per cent success rate, followed by
acupuncture at 24 per cent.
The least successful method turned
out to be advice from GPs, which
appears to convince virtually no one
to give up. Self-help, in the form of
books or mail-order advice, achieved
modest success – around 9 per cent,
while nicotine gum was little better at
10 per cent.
‘We found that involvement of
physicians did not have as big an
impact as we expected’, said Schmidt,
‘We speculate that the reason for
this is that it is the content of the
treatment that matters, and not the
status of the person giving it.’ David
Pollock, director of ASH, said he was
surprised by the success of hypnosis,
which anecdotal evidence had suggested was not very
effective. One organization not surprised by the results
is the British Society of Medical and Dental Hypnosis.
Christopher Pattinson, the society’s academic chairman,
said that current hypnosis techniques are a far cry from
their popular image of music hall tricks involving swinging
fob watches. The latest relaxation
techniques achieve success rates of up
to 80 per cent from a single session, he
said. Richard Doll, the epidemiologist
who carried out the pioneering
studies of the risk of smoking, said
that the apparent success of hypnosis
and the high quitting rate of patients
with heart disease backed his own
observations. He added, however,

that he was somewhat surprised by the low success rate
of those who resorted to willpower alone: ‘The majority of
people find it too difficult to give up, he said. ‘The only way
to succeed is to want to do it enough.’
Article taken from New Scientist vol 136 issue 1845-31
October 92
If you are reading this and would like an informal
discussion, then call me. Paul Parker, tel 0044 (0)7766
885350 or 0044 1926 811129 or www.pauljparker.co.uk.

SENIOR BUMPER STICKERS

FAT PEOPLE SQUASHING NHS EQUIPMENT

THE NHS is in imminent danger of collapse
because skilled staff and vital equipment are
being squashed flat by obese people, a new
report warns.
Almost 400 doctors and more than 1,000 nurses
have died already this year after becoming
trapped under giant people demanding
treatment for fat related ailments such as heavy
sweating.
One entire hospital disappeared into a giant hole
earlier this week after an obese family of four
were admitted at the same time complaining
that their fridge was empty when the building
was already overburdened with giant patients.
Sir Derek Wanless, the author of the report, said there was
not a single functioning chair left in a hospital or doctor's
waiting room because all had buckled under the weight of
enormous patients.
He said: “Our only hope now is that these huge bastards
become so fat that they cannot get in through the doors of
our hospitals and surgeries and so will die in the street like
dogs. Otherwise we are buggered.”
Sir Derek said the best possible outcome for the NHS was
that most people became so fat they imploded under their
own weight leaving a jellied mess on the floor which could
easily be swept into the gutters.
Until then he suggested a number of emergency proposals
to cope with the current crisis including:
• All fat people to stand all the time when on NHS
property to prevent them destroying any new chairs or
beds.
• All fat people attending hospital to stay in
the basement and stand in balanced groups to
prevent any sudden movement by one of them
from tipping a building onto its side.
• Every hospital in Britain to be covered
in bubble wrap to prevent further accidental
damage from collisions with enormous people.
• Fat people to be banned from using
ambulances to prevent axle damage.
Sir Derek said: “We are going to make the
bastards walk to get their treatments, they will
lose some weight on the way or expire on the
journey. Either way it’s a win-win situation for
the NHS.”
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BROWN TO APPEAR IN HILARIOUS
RECESSION VIDEO

GORDON Brown has begun
his political fightback by
appearing in a hilarious video
about Britain's economic
collapse.
Produced by the Number 10
comedy video unit, the film
features the prime minister in
a series of madcap, recessionbased skits.
The film opens with Mr Brown
knocking on the door of
mortgage defaulters Tim and Sue Hayes and telling them
they have '48 hours to get the hell out'.
But he soon breaks into a giggle and puts his arm around
Mr Hayes saying: "No, I'm just kidding - you've got 36
hours!"
His smile disappears suddenly as he adds: "Seriously, start
packing."
The prime minister is also seen wandering around a branch
of Waitrose near Chequers, his country mansion, filling his
trolley with fancy French cakes and three cases of Veuve
Cliquot champagne.
He then tells the scowling check-out girl, "cheer-up, I'm
putting it on expenses", adding, "you don't mind paying
for all this, do you?" before throwing his head back and
cackling loudly.
He is later seen filling up the prime ministerial Jaguar, and
as the cost rises above £100,
he looks into the camera with
his comedy 'shocked' face and
says: "Flippin' 'eck guv'nor,
the old petrol's a bit pricey
aint it?"

LIVERPOOL SQUAD DOWN TO FOUR
PLAYERS
RAFAEL Benitez last night said he had cleared out the dead
wood from the Liverpool squad, leaving him with the four
players he really needs.
Thirty seven players have been sold by the manager, raising
almost £400 in transfer fees. Many fetched far greater
sums than expected as they came equipped with their own
boots and training bibs.
Benitez said: "We no longer have Dossena clumping around
the pitch like 14 stone of porridge in shorts, but we do have
a new kettle for the boot room."
Liverpool will be looking to their talismanic players Torres
and Gerrard even more in the coming months as they will be
expected to cover nine-tenths of the pitch by themselves.
Benitez said Reina will continue to man the goal and
defensive duties will be covered by Carragher, adding:
"Selling a fat Russian porn actor masquerading as a striker
was one thing, but trying to offload a defender with the
turning circle of a dead horse and an accent like a tuba
having a row was impossible."
The manager said the club's next big task is to move the
entire stadium slightly to the left 'so we can unearth the
pirate king’s onions that have cursed us with poor results'.
Assistant manager Sammy Lee said "I can't leave him alone
for five minutes. Last year he set fire to the pitch because
the grass was 'looking at him funny'. Please do bear with
us, it won't be long now."

The film ends with the prime
minister sitting by the fire at
Chequers, sipping champagne
and giggling to himself, as he
sniffs at the cakes and then
throws them in the bin.

www.theolivepress.eu
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garlic bites
valerie collins & theresa o’shea

PC TIPS: NEW access to British TV
Following Decembers article about accessing BBC
Iplayer from Spain, The So Called FreeVpn Service that
I recommended has now started charging for their
connection to the United Kingdom, Due to misuse of
their system (Nice of them to Cut it off over Christmas!)..
Another way of accessing the UK to watch British TV is to
use an application called TOR Which you can download
from http://www.torproject.org/download.html.en Which
works, although not quite as easily as FreeVPN. This
application enables you to surf the internet anonymously
and installs Firefox as your default internet application.
Please again use this program with caution as it also
redirects your internet traffic through unknown servers
around the globe. If you’re not technically able please
don’t try it! Additionally I am currently working on a way to
automate the process below which when correctly tested I
can provide for a small donation.  Please email me if this
would be of interest.
Anyway for those of you who wish to try, firstly download
the Tor Bundle with firefox included from the link above
and follow the installation instructions from the torproject
website, then follow the guide below to force it to connect
to a UK Server.
Tor is a very useful application when it comes to access
country-restricted websites. I am going to show how to
configure Tor to mask your point of origin as though it is
coming from a specific country.
Tor uses a distributed network of relays run by volunteers
all around the world and picks a random path between
you and the destination server/site. The good news is that
the exit node (the one that is visible by the destination
server) can be specified. Such that you can specify a certain
location for your visible IP address.
Here is how to do it.
Step 1. Install Tor with the Vidilia Bundle from the website
above, if you don’t have it yet.
Step 2. Connect to the TOR Network and
Go
to
https://torstatus.blutmagie.de/index.
php?SR=CountryCode&SO=Asc for a complete list of all
available nodes. When selecting your node take a look
to: country, speed and node type. You should choose only
high-speed exit nodes.

Step 3. Once you’ve found an exit node from the right
country, click on it to go to the node’s details page.
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Step 4. Copy the Router Name.
Step 5. Go to Vidalia Control Panel (double-click on Tor icon
in the icon tray)

Step 6. Go Vidalia’s Advanced settings tab and see the path
to your Tor Configuration File. This is where we’re going to
specify our exit nodes.
Step 7. Open the configuration file (TORRC) and select to

edit it with Notepad, and at the top of this file, paste the
following two lines, with fingerprint1, fingerprint2 and
fingerprint3 substituted by the Router Name(s) from Step 4.
ExitNodes fingerprint1, fingerprint2, fingerprint3
StrictExitNodes 1
Step 8. After restart, Tor will try to access one of those
servers as an exit node.
You can now access BBC iPlayer, 4OD & ITV Player from
outside the UK, or play games that aren’t available here in
Spain.
This method is indeed quite complex and not as easy as
FreeVPN. I will keep you posted when I have automated as
much of this process as possible.
For help or advice call Paul on 600 224 428 or email:
ebropc@gmail.com/web: www.ebrovalley-computers.info

Brindis. A toast. When
you clink glasses in Spain
you usually say, “¡Salud!”
Good health! In Catalonia
you may occasionally hear:
“Salut! y força al canut!
Rather rudely, this means
good health and strength
to your canuto, er, your
willy, if you have one.
Carajillo.
Winterwarming black coffee with
liquor and sugar. A sort of
no-nonsense Irish coffee
without the cream. Typical
carajillo liquors are brandy or
anis. Pronounced ka-ra-GHEEoh.
Copa. Either a wine glass or an
alcoholic drink, but definitely
not a cup – which is una taza.
So, in a bar you ask for “una
copa de vino” (a glass of wine)
or you say to your Spanish
friends: “Vamos de
Copas:” Let's go out for a drink
or six.
Chupito. Chupar means to suck, slurp, lick or guzzle. The
Spanish are hugely fond of diminutives, of -itos -citos,
-ititos, and –etes, which usually denote something small
and / or cute. A chupete is a baby’s dummy and a chupito
is a measure of liquor served in an inch-high glass to be
slurped down in one gulp. Restaurants are fond of inviting
you to a chupito of their very worst liquors to thank you for
your custom. Watch out for
sickly banana concoctions,
anything paraffin-blue, and
aguardiente – fire water.
Cubata. Proper stiff drink

This month:
Drinking Out

in a long glass with a mixer. The Spanish
drink their G&Ts, vodka and
tonics and whisky-Seven-ups after dinner
not before. Hardly surprising considering
the amount of yin, bodka and güisqui that
goes in them. The right measure is approximately one
third ice, one third spirit, one third mixer. A spendthrift's
tip; one mixer is plenty for two
drinks.
Güisqui.
Whisky
spelt
phonetically in Spanish, but in
Andalucia where syllables and
letters are knocked back with
the tapas, pronounced more like
wi-ki. Not a substance to be messed with. Do not under
any circumstances invite your Spanish neighbours / new
friends round for a meal without a bottle of the stuff
(preferably JB – Jota Bay) at the ready for an after-coffee
copa. To be served on ice-cubes the size of yogurt pots
with 7-Up or Coca-Cola.
Sidra. Not only the patrimony of Somerset, but also
Asturias and the Basque
country. Served in siderías
throughout the regions, the
drink is famously poured, or
rather slung, from a great height
with one arm outstretched
behind the head and the other
fully extended below holding
the glasses.

In
The
Garlic:
Your
Informative, Fun Guide to
Spain is published by Santana
Books and is available from all good bookshops and
online from Amazon and Bookworld España.

For lots more ‘garlic-style’ info and articles
please visit our new blog and website at
www.inthegarlic.com.
©Theresa O’Shea and Valerie Collins.

Agents d'acollida (welcoming agents) When: This
facilitation & information service is available with two
drop-in sessions, from 12am-1pm on Mondays and 6-7pm
on Wednesdays.Where: Sala de exposició, Casa de Cultura,
Carrer Colom, El Perelló (the first floor, underneath the
library) How: You can phone Taru at these times on
977 490 007, or leave a message for her at the Perelló
Ajuntament on 977 490 007 to make an appointment for
another time. Anyone who would like to be included on
an email list to receive information about events, cultural
activities etc, happening in the El Perelló area, please
contact Taru. People from other townships can ring their
local Ajuntament to find out about the available agent
d'acollida service for their area.

spanglish?-answers next month

ACROSS
1. one
3. fair
6. limescale
8. related
9. goose
11. bandeja (E)
15. to extend
17. kind soul
19. esqui (E)
20. note
21. there
22. ego
24. ni (E)
25. pilot
28. a trap or clamp
29. gorra (E)
31. cabeza (E)
33. uncle
34. arm
35. estuary
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2.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

17.

7.   

11.

12.
14.

6.

13.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

33.

34.

30.

31.

32.

35.

ANSWERS TO THE jan ISSUE OF SPANGLISH
DOWN:

ACROSS:
1. helado
3. icicle

1..

DOWN
1. finger nail
2. spare time
4. this
5. V.A.T.
6. choir
7. law, rule
10. tail
12. emotional
13. globo (E)
14. paper
16. book
18. year
19. pecado
23. face
26. celery
27. escuchar (E)
28. cuna (E)
29. coche (E)
30. peace
32. day

8. nevada
10. february

14. trineo
15. gloves

2. earmuffs 5. curling
4. coat
6. esquiar

7. snowboard
9. bufanda

by Sarah (E=translate to english otherwise to spanish)

11. hogar
12. frost
13. enero

•EL PERELLO FREESIA GROUP (working for cancer
charities) The next El Perello Bookstall will be held at the
Homogenic bar on:

Saturday 6th February, Saturday 20th

February, Saturday 6th March, Saturday 20th March. If the
weather is bad, the bookstall will be inside the Homogenic
bar. Next El Perelló meeting and lunch: Thursday 25th
February. For further information please phone 977475000
(Pam). .•MASONIC GROUP | Logia de San Jorge A new

"BADMINTON TOURNAMENT, 2nd February 2010 | El

English speaking lodge of Freemasons approved by GLE,

Perello 11.30-1pm, Mixed Doubles, Pairs randomly selected

has been established in this area. if you would like more

on the day at 11.30am. Prizes for the winning pair, phone

information please telephone Edward Ward on 977416476

Marian for details: 697 353 914 or 671 127 629. THE

(Tarragona area) or Les Beech on 678357713 (Castellon

READING CLUB where an English spoken person reads a

area). logiadesanjorge@yahoo.co.uk •Cof E CHURCH

short English story- members consist of Spanish, Irish and

SERVICE | 2nd Sunday and 4th Wednesday of every month

English. We will meet the 15th February, at 19:30,We will

at 12.30p.m. in Ampolla village church, all welcome. Followed

read a short story by Cecelia Ahern (something to celebrate

by Menu del dia lunch (optional) Enquiries: 977 593 219. The

Valentine's Day !!!!!). at Marcel.li Domingo Public Library,

Anglican Congregation of St Christopher's, 5, Plaza Primero

Tortosa. CAR BOOT | last Sunday of every month 10am.

De Mayo,Vinaros-Services 10 a.m.every Sunday. During the

stalls 5€. Refreshments, Camping St Jordi, Platje Ayellanes,

week, also other activities i.e. Thursdays, a "Drop In" morning

L'Ampolla Tel 679 115 247 •CAR BOOT SALE | 2nd Sunday

from 11.a.m.- 1.00 p.m. to meet for a coffee & a chat. Paul

of very month. Situated Hipaca Escornalbou, Vilanova

Needle can be contacted on 964 761 641 or mobile 662 482

D'Escornalbou. Arrive 9am starts 10am. Bar & restaurant- no

944 or e-mail paulneedle@aol.com for pastoral needs.

fresh produce allowed! Contacts: Cosme on 620215772 or

LINE DANCING | We contribute 3 Euros per person to

Silvia 665159781 •FRIENDSHIP CLUB | for all nationalities

cover costs.   3-5 pm   Thursdays   at Casals, El Perelló.

meeting 2nd, Sunday of each month near Tortosa free stalls

iESG

for those that have wares to sell, food & drinks available.Call
Brian Parkin at 660 990 422 or 977 059 911
•CAR BOOT SALE | first sunday every month C/Garcia
Restaurant Braseria Can Palomo MORA LA NOVA.
•CLASSIC CAR MEETING 1st FRIDAY of every month 6PM
Call for more details and location: 678 718 446

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH SPEAKING
GROUP
Meetings are held at 6.30 pm on the second

Thursday of each month (except for August) at: - Edificio
Bahia Blanca, C/Paisos Catalans, 74, L’Ametlla de Mar.
More information? Either tel: 977 267 418 or e-mail:
enetlametlla@yahoo.com
The Mora Collaboration Radio
Show
"Still Rockin" on 107.3fm
An Englishman on Radio Mora la nova. Every Wednesday 8
to 9 pm. We had problems with weather and the antenna
in January so you may not have had a signal on 107.3 FM
The Cavern Club and the Mersysound is our special feature
over the next few weeks, great music of the early 60’s inc,
Gerry Marsden, The Dennisons, The Big 3, The Beatles,
Beryl Marsden, Billy Fury, plus interviews with some
people who were there at the start.
Plus Great music from 4 decades a Jazz section and any
information you send us.
w w w . r a d i o m o r a l a n o v a . c o m .
Email please info@radiomoralanova.com or call Norman
on 617 162 264.
More feed! A longer show.
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personal classifieds

subject to space ist

come ist in!

GENERAL FOR SALE

HYUNDAI PETROL GENERATOR HY9000LE | 6.5kw-

WANTED TOURING CARAVANS | Tel 977 400 375 or 659

ROTTWEILER MALE DOG | 2 years old requires family

max7.2kw, 15HP, electric start, AVR, quiet 78dB, only used

418 317 or 660 584 222

Reverse osmosis alone is not enough to insure that
the water in your home is safe for drinking. If you put

SERVICES

to look after him, fully vacinated family has returned to

for back up, 15 months old. ONLY 380€ Tel 977 059 364

WANTED FOR CLIENTS, PROPERTIES | in good order at

England. Benicarlo area but will deliver elsewhere for free

1000 litre WATER CUBES | (IBC/Cubos) for sale 60€

realistic prices. email: propertyfinderspain@gmail.com

a reverse osmosis filter in your fish tank, your fish

Tel: 690 805 947

delivered. Call: 677 661 360

tel 680701840

would become ill and probably die. If you have fish,

SKI BOOTS LADIES | Tecnica size 38 good condition 25€ &

MASSAGE TABLE |  white 40 € Tel 977 059 364

"OUR 2 CHILDREN'S BIKES (COMPLETE WITH LOCKS)

you know that carbon filtration systems are needed to

SKIS SALAMON XFREE9 | 180CM with bindings 50€. Tel:

GAS BOTTLES | 25€ each. Tel: 628 756 816

WERE STOLEN OVER XMAS. Any unwanted bikes gratefully

protect them. So, why would you drink water that your

977 059 364

FREE INTERNET VIDEO PHONE CALLS | see your friends

received. Tel 977 473 278."

DOG TRANSPORTATION KENNEL FOR LARGE DOG |

and family when you call, videophone for sale. details

WANTED:

Strong light weight plasticwith metal bars, wheels included.

977216790 or 666 547 305

MATERIALS. Tiles, blocks, pipes, filter system. Anything

Cost 200 euros, will sell for 100 euros. Call 663 140 297.

COMPUTER & WIRELESS KEYBOARD | Asus motherboard

considered, please call 620 780 936 or 663 140 297.

PYO or READY-PICKED TO ORDER | Xerta satsumas and

& tower, Windows XP home edition, dual pentium 4 CPU 3.2

WANTED 2 DOOR PICK UP TRUCK | ...Spanish plates and

oranges at 1 euro per bag. Call 977 473 278 for more details

GHz, 512Mb RAM, GeForce MX400 graphics card, DVD/RW,

ITV phone 686 743 275

FAGOR COMPACT PLUS AQUATRONIC | 15ltr. Water heater

network ready.ONLY 150€ CALL 977 059 364

unused 250€. Mobile 670 764347

PETROL COMPRESSOR | on wheels honda engine, good

2 WIND SURFERS | 20€ each. Mobile 670 764347

working order. €200 TEL: 620 049 279

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL UNIT FOR AUTO START ON

RYOBI LONG REACH PRUNER/CHAINSAW | with hedge

WANTED VOLUNTEERS | help needed to look after the
abandon dogs at ARCA near Tortosa. Please call Maeve
on 678 975 816 if you can offer any assistance. Plus
anyone interested in organising some fund raising for the
dogs would be must appreciated. PLEASE HELP

COMPUTER PROBLEMS? | college IT student willing to

GENERATOR | 18 months old. 50 euros. JOYSTICK FOR

trimmer + blower + attachments, all as new €225. Telephone:

Please if you can only spare a few hours per week to

fix PC problems, no fix no fee. Normal costs per hour 15€.

COMPUTER GAMES | 10 euros. Tel: 667 991 458

620 049 279

help look after the dogs, it is very rewarding and we

Contact Alex. P. on 638 894 073 after 3.30pm

TRACE 1500 WATT / 12 VOLT | NONE sine wave inverter/

STIHL MS170 14" CHAINSAW | brand new chain, ex.

need more volunteers as a couple are moving away.

charger 300euros. Tel: 667 991 458

condition, €125. TEL: 620 049 279

Also bedding would be appreciated, blankets, sheets,

LOGS 4 SALE | keep the home fires burning without the

PVC DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS | new and boxed.

BRAND NEW 18 VOLT BLACK AND DECKER POLE PRUNER/

towels etc. Also you can adopt a particular dog by

bachache. Delivered to your door.

set of 4- 1190mmx1040mm. 1 bathroom obscure glass-

CHAINSAW | never used, €85. RYOBI STRIMMER |good

sending donations if you are unable to give one a home.

Tel: 679 038 666

1190x1040mm. 2 boxed 770mmx1190mm. Set of 4 external

working order €40. 12 VOLT BATTERY DE-SULPHATING

Calenders and t-shirts are also for sale to raise funds

french doors 1200mmx2100mm. All with locks, seals etc.

UNIT | brand new €65 Tel: 681 201 596

VEHICLES / MOBILE HOMES/BOATS

FLOOR & WALL TILER | Domestic or commercial.

Offers: 627 031 200

CEMENT MIXER ELECTRIC | two years old. Privately owned

CLASSIC MERCEDES BENZ 240D | 1975.LHD, MOT April

References available. Call Mark 686 069 923

INVERTER/CHARGER | auto switching, UPS 1500 watt

had little use. Cost over 300€ sell for 150€. View Mora d Ebre.

Spanish plates, blue,  €7000 ONO Tel: 696 180 718

continuous, 3000 surge, brand new in box with 1 year warranty

Telephone 669 079 999.

JAGO JEEP | needs a little work 500€. tel: 616 135 036

390€. SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER | 25amp. 12/24 volt.

PETROL DRIVEN WATER PUMP | 4" bore. Static unit - buyer

2007 ROAD LEGAL SPANISH QUAD | with rear mounted

Don't be left in the cold, order your logs now!

New still boxed, 1 year guarantee. 130€.Tel: 627 031 200

to collect. Any reasonable offer considered. View Mora d Ebre.

100 litre sprayer manual with reverse, with trailer lots of

For details call  on   699 286 829

ADESA WATER HEATER | wall mounted, 2 years old, hardly

Telephone 669 079 999.

new spares available. €2450.00 plus change of name.

used, very good condition with gas bottle and fitting. 95€ . Tel:

HONDA GENERATOR | 2.2KVA, petrol, good condition, 120

TEL: 620 049 279

628 283 861

euro. 2 FOLDING SINGLE BEDS | as new 30 euro the pair.

SKYHAWK 250CC QUAD BIKE | Black. Road legal, not

SKILLS | 30 years experience in UK, based El Perello/

DARK WOOD DINING TABLE | & 4 brown real leather chairs,

ELECTRIC GARDEN SHREDDER | 30 euro. REEBOK STEP

registered but documents available. 1,500 km. €1350.

L'Ametlla. Call Dave 658 355 929

perfect condition, hardly used, we can deliver. 390 euros

| 20 euro. WRITING DESK AND CHAIR | antique look, 200

View Mora d Ebre. Telephone 669 079 999

O.N.O. PRAM | 3 in one, brand new, used a couple of times,

euro ono. ROCKING CHAIR | 50 euro. VARIOUS SMALL

CHRYSLER P.T. CRUISER CABRIO 2.4 | left hand drive,

TRANSLATIONS and INTERPRETATION SERVICE |

200 euros O.N.O. BABYS CRIB | on wheels, ideal for wheeling

POWER TOOLS | call for details. ELECTRIC BIKE |

limited edition, new Nov 2005, taxed & mot tested till

(English/Spanish) FLIX AREA: 676 742 500

around the house and very pretty, 70euros. BABYS BATH |

licence required, 150 euro. Tel: 977 265 142 / 680 155 826

and changing stand, new, everything at hand at bathtime, 60

QUANTITY OF TERRACOTTA GUTTERING. | glazed and

loaded, 9000 miles from new, immaculate 12,750€ ONO.

euros. Contact Wendy - buckleyalicia1@gmail.com

unglazed. Tel: 616 135 036

Tel: 627 031 200 for more details

or Tel: 977 262 697



DIESEL GENERATOR | Deutz engine, 9.6Kw, automatic

no

CORNER SOFA | left, plain gold, 290cmx188cm, seats 6 , 5
years old, zips need replacing. 125€. tel: 686 017 738

SWIMMING

fish cannot live in? A better choice is a combination
POOL

CONSTRUCTION

purification process, available from only a few
companies. www.purewaterspain.com
Call Purewater Spain today 977 059 364

MOBILE SAWMILL.......can plank your
tree into boards.....Reasonable charge or
share timber Details Call 686 743 275 or
email: jyeates06@gmail.com

LOG DELIVERY SERVICE

CARPENTER & JOINER WITH GENERAL BUILDING

June 2010. Silver with black hood, leather interior, fully

RENTALS + ACCOMODATION

DRIVER WITH VAN | Making regular trips between Spain
& England via France. Willing to transport goods to &
from Spain. Tel: 977 477 367 or 655 340 596

IS YOUR HOUSE SAT EMPTY

start/stop, ideal to power large house with swimming

WANTED

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RENT IT OUT |

ALL ASPECTS OF BUILDING WORK INCLUDING

pool etc, 3500 euro. Telephone 977 265 142, 680 155 826

WANTED SOFA BED | Tel 977 400 375 or 659 418 317 or

we do all advertising cleaning pool maintenance etc

ELECTRICS AND PLUMBING |  10 years in Spain,

BLINDS IN A BOX |6 blinds for only 69.95€. Call 672 655 931

660 584 222

for more info tel: 660 697 135 and 672 747 232

English. Call 671305869 for immediate quote.
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property for
sale or rent by
owner

business card directory

PLEASE USE A LAWYER!


Country Home For Sale in Los Barrios, Cadiz Spain
895,000 OR OFFERS. Unbelievable value has good
business potential or outstanding family home .
Reduced by 400,000euros for quick sale because
of family health problems. Country house
situated on a private estate in a nature reserve,
only 20 minutes from
Sotogrande Polo fields
and Valderamma and
San
Roques
Golf
courses. ENQUIRIES :
977 059 364 OR email
: info@theolivepress.eu

If someone is advertising and you
are in the same business can you
afford not to advertise...
Call The Olive Press Today On
977 059 364

NEW BUILDS

REFORMS

EXTENSIONS

Williams
Construction
REGISTERED SPANISH BUILDER - NIE PROVIDED
Tel: (+34) 616 135 036 APDO 274, L’Ametlla de Mar

All entries are also listed on our directory online at www.theolivepress.eu. The Olive Press does not accept
responsibility for the contents of the articles supplied by contributors nor for the claims made by advertisers
PLEASE MENTION
PLEASE
MENTION THE
THE OLIVE
OLIVE PRESS
PRESS WHEN
WHEN CONTACTING
CONTACTING ADVERTISERS
ADVERTISERS

All entries are also listed on our directory online at www.theolivepress.eu. The Olive Press does not accept
responsibility for the contents of the articles supplied by contributors nor for the claims made by advertisers
PLEASE MENTION THE OLIVE PRESS WHEN CONTACTING ADVERTISERS

business card directory

you relax...

MASSAGE
ACUPUNCTURE

ENGLISH HAIRDRESSER
EL PERELLÓ
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR:
Facial Waxing•Make-up•Eyebrow shaping
CALL SARAH: 646 935 770

